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ACTIVE MANAGEMENT IS NEEDED FOR THE “GRAY GHOST”
TO REMAIN A PART OF NEW HAMPSHIRE’S WILDLIFE LEGACY

BY
CHRIS MARTIN

I

n a northern Coos County meadow at the crest of a hill overlooking
Stewartstown’s Bishop Brook, four dark brown feathered sentries perch
alertly along a line of ninety-year-old northern white-cedar fence posts.
Intent upon being first to spy their mother as she returns with prey, each
of these young northern harrier siblings shows a stern raptor’s fierceness
one moment, but the awkwardness of a naïve juvenile the next.
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About a week removed from their maze-like nesting patch concealed in a nearby thicket of red-osier dogwood, this quartet of sixweek-old harrier fledglings has now begun to fly. They are still
dependent on their parents to deliver prey, so they have yet to venture far from home. Since hatching from a clutch of dull white eggs
incubated for an entire month solely by the female, these young have
relied primarily on the male’s foraging skill to provide a continual
supply of meadow voles, bobolink fledglings, garter snakes and
northern leopard frogs.
Now, perched atop four lichen-covered posts cut from the cedar
bog before the Great Depression, these young hawks carefully scan
in all directions, even contorting their necks to scrutinize popcornlike clouds that pass overhead. One young male’s focus shifts suddenly to watch several bees as they collect pollen from a vibrant
plume of fireweed. Another doggedly tracks savannah sparrows darting back and forth across the field. A third bird spends a disproportionate amount of time preening one unruly tail feather. And the
fourth loses her balance and nearly falls from her post while snapping at a pesky deer fly that tries to land on her head!

Times Past and Present
The transition from July to August has unfolded in this way
for generations of marsh hawks in the pastoral hills surrounding
Colebrook, New Hampshire. Harriers have made this landscape of
hayfields their stronghold ever since red maple, yellow birch and
balsam fir forests were first cleared for farms back in the 1800s.
Hillsides were worked by hardscrabble Yankees who hoped to pasture their dairy herds on meadows rich with timothy, clover and
alfalfa. Farmers and kin settled out-of-the-way places that now carry
unique names like Harvey Swell, Bungy and Gadwah Notch – and,
of course, this special piece of heaven-on-earth, which some still call
“Creampoke” (in Stewartstown, N.H.)
Similar connections between northern harriers and small-scale
agriculture exist in several other rural parts of New Hampshire…
at least they did until about the mid-1900s. Harriers were known to
breed in parts of the Androscoggin watershed, further south along
the Connecticut River near Lancaster, and even south of the White
Mountains in spots where pasture and marsh intertwined, like the
Danbury Bog. At one time, they may even have nested in our coastal
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Rolling fields of the Upper Connecticut Valley, like this meadow
bursting with wild mustard in East Colebrook, are among the
last strongholds of breeding harriers in New Hampshire.
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salt marshes, but that was long ago, and development has since
changed those coastal sites in very fundamental ways.
Even here in the North Country, habitat suitable for harriers has
diminished over the past half-century. Some small farms were abandoned and their fields have since been reclaimed by forests. Other
modest-sized tracts have been merged into larger units that are more
efficiently managed for modern crop production. Hedgerow margins
that foraging harriers used have been cleared of their brushy cover.
Fallow areas that concealed nest sites have been pressed into production. Additional acreage has been sold to developers and converted
into house lots. “Homes-with-a-View” – some occupied only a few
months out of each year – have popped up along ridges that once
hosted open fields of dandelions, raspberry patches and food for harriers. These days, many of our remaining North Country breeding
pairs nest on well-drained hummocks of large open bogs found near
Pontook Reservoir and at Umbagog’s Leonard Marsh, or in ephemeral shrubby patches in large forest clearcuts.
Heaped on top of these already considerable habitat changes,
northern harriers were also impacted starting in the 1950s by the
eggshell-thinning effects of DDT. Unlike several more well-known
birds of prey – bald eagles and peregrine falcons – whose recoveries
have benefitted from substantial management focus, northern harriers today appear to be heading in quite the opposite direction. The
remaining birds are, both literally and figuratively, flying under the
radar. And they will need more active management help if they are to
remain a part of New Hampshire’s wildlife legacy.
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Overwintering in the southern U.S., Mexico or the Caribbean,
northern harrier males migrate north at the end of March and the
beginning of April, following the retreating snow cover. Females typically arrive a few weeks later, as wetlands start to thaw and fields
begin to green up again. Once on the breeding grounds, males try to
impress females with U-shaped sky-dancing displays and later with
courtship prey offerings that provide clues to a male’s ability to supply enough food later on.
Harriers are notably slender hawks, with long, narrow wings and
unusually long tails, which they employ as rudders while foraging.
They exhibit pronounced sexual dimorphism, both in their size and
their color. Bulkier adult females are a rich mottled brown above and
lighter straw-color below, with darker brown streaks on both breast
and belly. This muted plumage conceals incubating females well
when they are on nests surrounded by shrubs and weeds.
Adult males are smaller and slimmer, showing a gull-like pale
gray above and a nearly white breast and belly, dotted with fine dark
flecks too small to see except at close range. Their overall pale color
is punctuated by pure black patches on their fingerlike wing tips and
along the trailing edges of their wings. This eye-catching steely gray
plumage has earned males the nickname “gray ghost.” In fact, they
do appear ghostlike as they hover and drift, quartering low across a
blueberry barren, only to disappear through a gap in the alders.
After a fairly extended courtship, females lay roughly five eggs
by mid-May, and, if all goes well, the young hatch by mid-June. Once
out of the nest at about five weeks old, young-of-the-year display
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A Unique and Distinctive Raptor

The northern harrier hawk exhibits considerable differences between the
adult male (top), adult female (center) and juvenile versions of the species.
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he northern harrier is presently one of New Hampshire’s rarest day-active birds of prey
nesting in the state. By comparison, there are probably twice as many breeding pairs of
peregrines, four times as many bald eagles, and quite possibly ten times as many ospreys. Estimates of the number of breeding harriers currently in the state are imprecise, due to the lack
of annual surveys, but the number today is probably between eight and fifteen pairs. Volunteer
efforts that formerly tallied the number of young produced each summer by successful pairs in
the upper Connecticut River watershed have not occurred in nearly twenty years. Fewer marsh
hawks are breeding in the Granite State now than at any time in the past century, perhaps even
since New Hampshire first became a state.
Acknowledging an increasingly perilous situation, N.H. Fish and Game reclassified harriers
in 2008, shifting them from being listed as state-threatened to state-endangered, which is the
highest category of statewide concern. In a formal agreement with N.H. Fish and Game, the
Mt. Washington Regional Airport in Whitefield established a harrier management area that is
to be kept as open brushy land for marsh hawks to hunt and nest. State-owned lands like the
Fort Hill Wildlife Management Area in Stratford, The Nature Conservancy’s Maidstone Bends
near Groveton, and initiatives by the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s Conte
Refuge in Jefferson and Colebrook will
help. A much broader collaborative
land management initiative involving
North Country fields and farms needs
to take place – and it needs to happen
soon – if we hope to keep this species
nesting in the Granite State. N.H. Fish
and Game’s Nongame and Endangered
Wildlife Program is presently revising
the NH Wildlife Action Plan, including
Mt. Washington Regional Airport
outlining actions to assist the harriers.

chocolate-brown backs and rich, russet-colored undersides. Their
plumage looks rather unlike either of their parents. In autumn migration, it is easy to identify a harrier that is making its first trip south
simply by looking for that rust-colored chest.
Adults of both sexes, as well as the young, have bold white
flicker-like rump patches. Northern harriers of all ages have a distinctive and slightly flattened facial ruff, giving them a barn owl-like
appearance. This facial disc actually helps harriers pinpoint the rustling sounds of unseen creatures hidden in the grass.

Feeding Time
Nearly four miles west of Creampoke, on a verdant flat where
Bishop Brook merges with the Connecticut River, a green tractor with
a sickle bar mower is cutting hay. One silent gray ghost trails buoyantly a good distance behind the rattling machine, his head turning
left and then right. His slender yellow legs dangle as he hovers just six
feet above the fresh-cut grass. He loops back, and hovers once again.
Suddenly, he drops to the ground, lost momentarily from sight. But
soon he pops back up, clutching some wounded casualty of mowing,
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and rises into the sky on a line that carries him eastward up the valley.
Soon the circling female sees him, alters her course to intercept,
and utters a piercing eeyah eeyah call that signals an impending aerial prey transfer. Food now in her grasp, she glides toward those dark
fence line sentries, but only gets halfway there before one male and
one female juvenile see her approaching. In unison, they both burst
into the heavy summer afternoon air and the race is on! It’s the young
male, fledged a full week before the female, who has the advantage of
speed and skill. He wins the sprint to the prize, claiming the morsel
almost before the two youngest siblings have even realized what they
just missed.
Hard lesson learned … just wait ‘til next time!

A raptor biologist for New Hampshire Audubon for 25 years, Chris
Martin credits northern harriers – and North Country volunteers
David and Barbara Killam – with sparking his fondness for old fence
posts and hidden berry patches in the hills around Colebrook.
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